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Outline

1. A contemporary problem: text and practice
2. Why publish in journals?
3. A shifting historical target

The take-home: Our tendency to read “the journal record” as a unified,
static object runs afoul of the sense in which articles are a deeply

historically transient medium.



Journal articles are often
the paradigmatically
“stable” data source









[A “professionalization”-based approach to the history of
science] ignores, or at best treats as peripheral, the forms in
which knowledge appeared, assuming that publication in
specialist periodicals was already established as the only
legitimate means for announcing new discoveries, thus
downplaying other methods such as conversation, books,
letters, and museum displays. (Secord 2009, p. 444)



…historians of science have tended to read specialist journals
as historical sources rather than as historical phenomena in
their own right, often taking the existence of journals for
granted rather than viewing them as objects whose existence
requires explanation. (Baldwin 2015, p. 11)



Scientific Text and
Scientific Practice



To use scientific texts for HPS:

scientific practice↔ scientific literature↔ useful
generalizations↔ empirically informed HPS



From Literature to Generalizations

This is the task of digital humanities, with a healthy assist
from corpus linguistics – though that latter connection
often goes unnoticed!



Corpus Linguistics

• sociolinguistics — meaning is defined by past use
within the corpus; “meaning does not concern the
world outside the discourse” (Teubert 2005)

• cognitive linguistics — corpora let us test hypotheses
about the use and meaning of concepts in language
(the “entrenchment” of some uses of concepts as
“grammatically acceptable”; Glynn 2014)



Corpus Linguistics

This won’t be my topic today – but it’s important to note
that we probably should be paying more attention to it

than we are…



Why Write Journal
Articles?



From Practice to Text

How might we theorize about the reasons that scientists
write journal articles?

There is a significant literature on this topic from the
perspective of contemporary science.



From Practice to Text

How might we theorize about the reasons that scientists
write journal articles?

There is a significant literature on this topic from the
perspective of contemporary science.



A Low Bar

Journal articles have to be good for something, or
scientists wouldn’t spend time reading them together in

journal clubs!



The “Logical” View

Articles are the vehicle by which scientists intend to
justify their findings and conclusions to each other





The “Sociological” View

Articles are intended to gain converts to the research
program, the recorded history of a power struggle





The “Fraud” View

Articles are fake, inductive presentations of the “real”
scientific reasoning, which is actually Popperian or

falsificationist





A Shifting Historical Target



An assumption: the
“modern” journal article



[Before the early twentieth century,] journals by no means
constituted a uniquely appropriate medium for announcing a
new claim to discovery, and if the category “scientific journal”
existed at all, it did not correspond to [the modern conception].
When learned journals first emerged in the seventeenth
century, they took after newspapers and gazettes, by design
ephemeral and often in disrepute. (Csiszar 2018, p. 5)



One problem with these ideas is that they suppose that the
format and uses of journals and papers have remained more or
less constant throughout their existence. But this is not true.
The Philosophical Transactions itself exemplifies the problem:
few publications have taken on as diverse a set of formats and
meanings as this publication has over its long history. (Csiszar
2018, p. 12)



The Objects which it is proposed to attain by this Periodical are,
first, to place before the general public the results of Scientific
Work and Scientific Discovery, and to urge the claims of Science
to a more general recognition in Education and Daily Life; and
secondly, to aid Scientific Men themselves, by giving early
information of all advances made in any branch of natural
knowledge throughout the world, and by affording them an
opportunity of discussing the various scientific questions which
arise from time to time. (advertisement for Nature, 1869)



In the nineteenth century, contributors began using Nature and
its weekly turnaround time to debate scientific questions and to
give abstracts of longer forthcoming papers in monthly or
quarterly journals. In the early twentieth century, some
contributors began employing a new strategy and used Nature
for the immediate publication of interesting results before a
paper was prepared or submitted elsewhere. (Baldwin 2015, p.
14)



How can we make our readings (whether close
or distant) of these texts sensitive to these shifts

in use and broader context?



Ways Out

1. Classifying articles by “type” in advance?
2. “Multi-modal” analyses, just for text?
3. How to balance close reading with digital work?



As journals became not only purveyors of scientific news but
also archives of discovery, it became more common to conceive
of science as a series of discrete discovery events localized in
time and connected with an individual author. This raised other
tricky questions about the status of collective knowledge.
(Csiszar 2018, p. 8)



How can we analyze “articles” with different
kinds of propositional content – claims to new

discoveries, full justifications of scientific
knowledge claims, summaries of other articles,
debates among scientists, editorials, obituaries,

prize notices…
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